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VCE Formal 2022
Ankita Sidhu, Year 11

Hello, my name is Ankita, and I'm here to tell you about my formal experience. It was a perfect time
to interact, have fun, release tension, and be a little free from everything. The setting was lovely, and
the view from the outside was particularly appealing. In terms of weather, it was a beautiful day. The
ambience in the building was perfectly set, and the balloons and other small details added the
finishing touch. Everyone looked amazing in their colourful, glittering outfits. Everyone was nicely
dressed. The music selections appear to have appealed to everyone, as everyone would come to the
stage and dance. The turnout was fantastic; everyone, including the teachers, participated. The
teachers developed a short video for the audience that made everyone laugh, and it was great to see
the teachers having a wonderful time. It was absolutely enjoyable for me. I appreciated the many
awards given to the year 12 students since some of them were rather amusing. I earned the best
dress award, which I was quite pleased with, and I appreciated the numerous compliments I
received during the day. The picture booth drew a lot of attention, so I kept returning with my
friends to make strange faces and poses. I didn't enjoy the food as much as I thought I would
because it was dry and overcooked, but the dessert was delicious. I liked that I could return to the
bar whenever I wanted and grab whatever drink I wanted. In conclusion, I'd like to express my
gratitude to all of the teachers and students who took the time to organise and make this happen.
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2022 NT Camp
Christina Chester, Year 11

I have been longing to return. To see those trusting faces again.
To reconnect my body with place, and be present. To hold time. To see stars. To be among those who
inspire.
Cleansed from smoke, and taught from words. It’s unlike school, or a job or anything really - it’s
personal, and real and it made me feel understood.
I am beyond grateful for the land, the openness and proudness of the people, my own ability to
question, and the kindness of my peers. I often remind myself of what I’ve seen and heard. I remind
my friends of our experience, and I extend my appreciation to my family, and Elwood staff.
Life here isn’t like life there. It’s calmer, and provides a sense of ease. From environmental
stimulation to hands-on learning and belonging.
My only advice is just go!
You will be welcomed with warm hugs, and be greeted with even warmer weather. It’s seriously an
eye-opening experience, and something I will hold very close to my heart for a very long time.
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An Analysis on the Rapid Advancement of Technology
- Sofiia Konstaninidis, Year 9
Over the past few decades technology has advanced and progressed at an unimaginable rate. Looking back a
mere 25 years, and low and behold a society entirely different to the one we deem ordinary today. No
smartphones, no Google, no Social Media. The very baseplates of our day-to-day lives are brand new, yet I’m
positive we cannot picture a life without our modern technological counterparts. But when does this
evolution cross the line from being beneficial to society to merely intoxicating? Have we already crossed this
line, and, at this rapid pace, what are we to expect from the decades to come?
Our industrial progressions have proven, in certain aspects, to be moulding brighter paths for future
generations. New technologies have led to more “environmentally sustainable methodologies”; solar panels,
wind turbines, and electrically powered cars to name a few. Additionally, the increase of digital writing has
reduced the reliance on paper, which in turn cuts down on the mass deforestation crisis. Moreover, the
significantly more convenient communication methods (that have been produced through the Internet and
Social Media), and the advancements in medicine and healthcare are certainly worth noting. Vaccines,
antibiotics, improved sanitation, and much more accurate diagnosing systems are just the beginning of a long
list of medicinal marvels that have been made due to technology.
Yet despite all that, our rapid advancements continue to pose “significant and unprecedented global risks''.
For one, due to the simplicity of sharing on the Internet, and how easy it is to reach large audiences, the
spread of misinformation has become recurrent. Certain social groups with questionable belief systems or
views now have the capabilities of influencing millions of people with their ideologies. Additionally, the
dissemination of fake news brings up concern over how users will be able to differentiate between fiction and
fact. Moreover, Oscar Gandy, professor at the University of Pennsylvania, theorises that the use of technology
will “weaken the possibility for improvements in social and civic relationships' '.
Adding to that, the rise of digital distancing is slowly gearing a knife through organic interactions. One may
argue that the social aspect of technology allows a user to connect with someone hundreds of miles away if
they wish it, but that just doesn’t compare to the significance of an in-person human connection. Being tied to
another person is a key benefactor to being mentally and physically healthy. Neglecting a human’s need for
connection puts them at a health risk of a lowered immune system and depressive habits. A recent survey has
revealed that two thirds of teenagers prefer online communication over face-to-face interactions.
Furthermore, technology has made privacy a joke. To summarise what business psychologist Graham Norris
had stated, we do not own our digital identities anymore, they are rather owned by corporations and
governments, who utilise the knowledge of your interactions across the Internet to influence your behaviour.
Through this missing safety of privacy on the Internet, users are constantly faced with the risk of cybercrime
and severe data breaches.
However, I’d like to point out that technology itself is still not the villainous character we have drawn it out to
be, but merely endless strings of binary code. It is us, the humans, who compile and overfill technology with
toxic gunk. Large corporations sadistically insert more and more options for technological stimulation, and as
their users we soak up that stimulation, blind to the addictive behaviours we are accumulating. But even still
it's both parties that are to blame; the users for their lack of self control, and the various companies for their
gluttonous and shameless money making schemes. Furthermore, childish and pointless Internet scandals,
cyberbullying, and idolisation of various social figures are all examples of exactly how deeply we are misusing
the Internet. Technology is becoming a wasted opportunity, something ruined by the footprint of mankind. As
Louisa Heinrich, futurist and consultant, stated, “There is a gap between the rate at which technology
develops and the rate at which society develops”. And I believe it has been made evident that although it is us
who invented technology, we simply aren’t ready for it yet, given our recurring immature tendencies.
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Russia and Ukraine
Progression versus Oppression
- Lily Walker, Year 12
The relationship between Russia and Ukraine mimics that of siblings. That is, the bullying and bossy eldest
waning influence over the younger. Even if Ukraine has in fact been inhabited for a longer time than Russia.
But for the sake of argument, Russia is the eldest. Now picture yourself as the eldest sibling, you want your
younger sibling to follow in your footsteps, hold the same beliefs and carry out the same actions as you have.
You believe that you are a good influence for what a person should be. This is similar to Russia’s predicament
at the present moment. Historically, Ukraine has generally stayed under the influence of Russia, as Russia had
always held the larger and more advanced military forces. The connection was so close that Ukraine was even
referred to for a time as ‘White Russia’. But in recent years, the connection has begun to weaken. Under the
ruling power of dictator Vladimir Putin, Russia wishes to maintain conservative and almost autocratic rule.
Whereas Ukraine, being more western geographically than Russia, has displayed interest in developing a more
democratic society, immersing themselves more fully into western culture and society. This is the situation we
find the world in at the moment. On the 24th of February, Russian President Vladimir Putin announced on TV
that Russia is not able to feel ‘safe’ and did not hold the ability to ‘develop and exist’ due to Ukraine’s
continuing progression. Almost immediately, troops entered the Crimea and its ally Belarus. Large cities along
the Russia/Ukraine border such as Kharkiv have been infiltrated by Russian forces as they advance towards
the capital Kyiv. This has forced approximately 2.6 million Ukrainian civillians out of their homes and many
into bomb shelters and train stations situated under ground. Many explosions have also been reported around
the country in places such as Lutsk, Kyiv and Dnipro. Putin’s justification for the attacks has been reported as
the prevention of ‘extremists’ in the Ukrainian Government. The belief comes from 2014 when pro-Russia
leader Viktor Yanukovych was ousted from office after protests of unsuitable leadership, being replaced with
a more progressive Government. In 2019, the current President Volodymyr Zelenskyy took office. Zelensky
had been coined a ‘man of the people’ and is currently amongst his people fighting first hand against the
invasion. A former comedian and actor, Zelenskyy has been accused by Putin of being a ‘Nazi’ for his
progressive efforts. It has been made clear by Putin that his aim is to return Ukraine to its former status of
‘Little Russia’, compliant and in line with Russia’s Government. Despite not being an official member of NATO
(North Atlantic Treaty Organisation), Ukraine has been backed by NATO in its anti-invasion efforts. Although,
addressing the UK Parliament earlier this week from a bunker, Zelenkskyy states the help is not enough.
Serious concern around the invasion is the threat of nuclear war from Russia. The prevention of a potentially
catastrophic military advancement that will threaten the lives of not only Ukraine but people all around
Europe is perhaps in NATO’s best interests having assisted in the Cold War in the 20th Century. The question
remains of the extent to which Putin will go to spread his influence on Eastern Europe and further, the rest of
Europe. Furthermore, as a member of the younger generation of the world, I believe that this is one of the first
conflicts that Generation Z has been faced with and will possibly be involved in. Issues such as the influences
of an impacted economy worldwide and conscription is a topic which I know for a fact has been floating
around the minds of my generation for the past few weeks. Our most formative years have been lived in a
political climate of Trump, 9/11 the 2008 economic recession and COVID-19 as a few examples, this
generation is no stranger to threat and worry as some may suggest. But it is not the upper class teenagers and
young adults concerned with heightened petrol prices we should place concern in. It is the teenagers and
young adults living in the climax of the invasion that will perhaps face the most dire consequences of this
political crisis. Young Ukrainians, already forced out of their homes are already feeling the full force of this. It
is not the time to be complaining of very much first world problems whilst living in a safe, free and
comfortable place in the world. We all must do our part in this, spread awareness in any way you can, show
the world that the younger generations have a voice and valuable place in the political world of which we will
inherit.
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Severance Review
Christien Blanshard Mcintosh, Year 11

As a man who spends his free time watching either a movie or tv show, I’ve slowly come to love one
aspect of film that is a main focus point for my review today: social commentary. Social commentary
for me is one of the fine points of a film, with your correlation to real life always being important.
And that’s what is the main image of my review today, reviewing possibly one of the best television
show’s of 2022, Severance.
One type of show we love indulging in is programming that speculates a future that looks at the
world in a realistic society. Like how Contagion made a dystopia which was dominated by illness,
which soon became too surreal after the certain virus, Severance’s strongest point is a realistic
depiction of what a workplace can feel, and how separated we become from what we do in a
workplace, and the separation of knowledge from our behaviours. For the people who want a quick
run down, Severance is a dystopian-sci-fi-psychological thriller that follows Mark, an employee for
Lumon, who leads a group of dysfunctional coworkers who are
‘severed,’ meaning your brain has sort of become a bicameral mind, with one slice of your brain
holding your outside knowledge that doesn’t know about what happens in your workplace, while
the other slice holds all of your workplace knowledge, with the one evil tactic in mind: making you
unaware of the horrors that you face in your work life.
It is an excellent symbol of current day society that has probably shown to be one of the most
defining shows of 2022. I personally really like the psychological touch, giving it more of a darker
view on this story. The themes as well are perfectly executed, with no relent on what they actually
show (like trust me, it gets messed up).
On top of that all, it’s got a really good vision behind it. Ben Stiller, who you probably know for
Zoolander or Tropic Thunder, has made a turning point with these serious shows, and this is no
exception. The composition as well is another highlight, being one of the many qualities of this fine
piece of work.
Overall, this is a top tier show that might fly over a few heads. It has a really defining look on
modern society and its perils that behold in workplaces, and this show never shies away from the
perfect message. It may be too much for some viewers, with at times disturbing themes, but if you
want an addicting watch that mixes reality with entertainment, give this a go.
Rating: 9.5/10.
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Street Light
Sayler Delves, Year 12

A single streetlight, silvery on wet cobblestone
A lost soul, searching for what once was home
The stray cat remembers those times it was fed
But slinks on by me with eyes full of dread
In the brave, weak glow of one dim light
I see faces in the blackness of the night
Gathered in a circle around my spotlit stage
Peering through the darkened bars of my cage
Hands reach toward me with frightening claws
When I reach back their clawing hands pause
The solitary light my protector, abuser
Silent mouths are like silent accusers
They reach for me only when I shrink away
And when I reach back they tell me to stay
Still in my cage of lonely street light
I will remain here, in the silence of night
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By Harper Delves, Year 9

By Lydia Biegler, Year 11
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